Retrospective in team meetings: 2 good, 2 bad
- Discuss bad; identify 2 things to improve/fix for next sprint (scribe this); improvements on last fix?

Sprint 3 plan
- Add user stories w/ acceptance tests
- PRDv2 tasks (see next slide) – includes Design
- Break into tasks
  - Estimate/discuss timings (1/2 day – 1 day each)
  - Demo/prototyping plan
  - Total up to have timing per story
- Planning Poker (choose tasks until filled)
- Setup up burndown graph and update each scrum
- Update Sprint and Product backlog
PRD Tasks for Sprint 3

- Evolve/improve
  - architecture/system diagram
  - in depth writeup: problem, innovation, science, core technical advance; project specifics, team goals/objectives, background, & assumptions
  - Add links (to trello and to github commits) for completed tasks

- More detailed system diagram + detailed design

- 10 additional stories/ucase, 5+ additional implementations/tests
  - Final PRD: 20 stories/usecases, 10+ partially implemented with tests/git commits

- 3+ sequence diagrams

- 3+ UI interaction/sequence diagrams + mockups

- PRDv2 due Nov 26/29: after sprint 3